GOOD NEWS STORIES

1) Man’s best friend is healing Veterans

Studies suggest service dogs can be effective at easing PTSD symptoms. Now, the PAWS Act will help connect specially trained dogs to some Veterans with symptoms of traumatic stress.

Read the full story.

2) Truman VA requires medical-grade masks in facilities

Anyone who enters Truman VA will be required to wear a medical-grade mask. Truman VA will provide the mask when one enters one of the hospital’s entrances or when they arrive at a CBOC.

Read the full story.

3) COVID-19 cases within VA hit new pandemic highs

Active coronavirus cases within VA hit new pandemic highs. The rise in cases at the department mirrors the spike in cases across America.

Read the full story.

4) Why is the booster crucial right now?

While the vaccines have been shown to be safe & highly effective, it’s becoming clear how important it is to add another dose of your chosen vaccine series to ensure you’re protected.

Read the full story.